
Date & Title: 29th April Doncaster 5f Mdn 

4.25 Dahik, Koditime, Darkanna 

3.75 Central City, DontgiveuponBob, June Dog, Levante Player 

3 Jellmood 

2.75 Angel Force 

2.5 Shay C 

2.25 Funkadelic,  

1.5 The Golden Cue 

.75 Lord Of The Glen 

Preview – Can’t be of much help here, the algo scores above are probably the best guide. Dahik from 

Varian is interesting. His horses looked in great nick at Sandown yesterday. The same can be said for 

Clive Cox (Koditime). Darkanna cost 200k and Richard Fahey’s stable is doing its usual 2yo early 

season performance. 

I am also very fearful of the Palmer horse Central City, as yet Josephine Gordon still has to prove that 

she is as good on 2yos as older horses, she is currently only 4/78, 5% on 2yos. My instinct is that she 

has just not been put on many good ones as she made her way through the apprentice ranks. 

Sean Levey (June Dog) seems to have dropped down the pecking order a little from last year at the 

Hannon stable but is perfectly capable.  

 

Koditime review – A decent race as hope for with the odd better one sprinkled amongst them. 

Unfortunately Koditime was so full of beans I never got a decent picture of him, he was always 

jumping about. The race was run in a decent time and Kirby did not really have to get serious with 

the winner despite not getting a clear passage. 



 

Koditime – Typical compact but power-packed Kodiac colt. He was always travelling well in behind 

and although had to force his way through his pilot was full of confidence and he won pretty much 

as he liked although by a narrow margin. I don’t think he is a potential Kodibear and looks very much 

a 2yo but should win his share. 83, may well rate higher as he seemed to show something different 

when asked to go. 



 

Dahik – Small but strongly made, a good Society Rock sprinter. Didn’t think he was ready to run as 

well as this as he looked a bit bulky. Develop well with time. 80 

Jellmood – Another smaller but bulky one. Strongly made in no more than a top end of small frame 

but a sprint build. Not sure which of the two, him or Dahik will end rating higher. 80 



 

Central City – Smaller ready type, lighter bodied than the 2nd and 3rd, doubtful he has the potential to 

ever finish in front of them. 73 



 

Dontgiveuponbob – Decent size, early medium, still a tad leggy but athletic. Looked readier than 

stablemate Darkanna. Too keen early then ran on well without any use of the persuader. 75 



 

Funkadelic – horribly green and misbehaved constantly getting loose in the pre parade and fighting 

his handlers in the paddock. Neat and ready little chap. Given his behaviour he is either ok or his 

placing holds the form down for the rest. I am inclined to believe the former as he got away well, 

matched pace with the placers before understandably fading late on. 73 



 

Angel Force – Good size for a filly in this company. Verging on medium. Slowly away and given time 

to find her stride. Sympathetic ride from good 2yo jock Beasley, closing a bit at the finish. Improve 

considerably. 74 



 



Levante Player – Yet another bulkier and unready model. Probably a bbigger than the principals and 

other Kodiacs. Plenty left to work on and not asked for anything more than an educational run.75

 

 

Darkanna – Solidly made barely medium filly, a bit bulky and awkward looking at the back end and 

doubt she is going to be worth the £205k. disappointing for a Fahey debut. Fahey quoted earlier said 

she was a filly he liked and she would win races further down the line. 68 



 

Shay C – Medium size, jumped well and showed good early pace before fading out of things. 

Unsurprising as he did not look more than 80% fit. 70 



 

June Dog – Medium sized, well made colt, calm in prelims but did not look confident, a bit of a baby. 

All the right things in all the right places but like others here no more than 85% tuned. Generally 

Hannon’s debutants who are going on to do well finish closer than this. He was running a bit green 

for the first 3 furlongs but as he began to run on in he was first slowed by Darkanna as she 

weakened and forced to switch left where he ran straight into a closing gap between the rapidly 

weakening Shay C and Levante Player. At this point Sean Levey called time and let him come home in 

his own time. Had he had a smooth run I think he may have finished fairly close to Dontgiveuponbob 

around 5th. 78+ 



 

Lord Of the Glen – Not much to see here, plain type, possibly into medium size and ran as Goldie’s 

Orientor 2yos do. Hard to rate 60? 

 


